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Abstract 
We present a formal framework based on metric temporal logic (MTL) for specifying and 
verifying real-time systems with a continuous environment. Metric temporal logic is extended 
to allow specification of properties about duration of system’s states. We prove that every 
formula of the duration calculus (DC) can be translated into an equivalent MTL-j formula. 
Expressiveness of DC and MTL-j are compared. We formulate axioms for MTL-j and a sound 
rule for proving duration properties of timed transition systems. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we extend metric temporal logic [16,17,3] (MTL for short) with 
a duration concept similar to the one in the duration calculus. We present a specifica- 
tion language MTL-1 that extends MTL to allow the expression of properties about 
durations of system’s states. Axioms for proving valid theorems about those proper- 
ties are presented and proved sound. Furthermore, we extend the proof methodology 
presented in [12] by a proof rule for proving limited-duration properties of timed 
transition systems. A limited-duration property imposes a bound on the duration of 
a system’s state. A typical limited-duration property is the requirement that the 
duration of a critical state is in any interval of length M less than fl. Furthermore, we 
show that each formula of duration calculus can be translated into MTL-1 and that 
MTL-j is more expressive than the duration calculus. 
Hybrid systems are reactive systems involving components with continuous cha- 
nges. Computer controlled manufacturing and transport systems are typical hybrid 
systems with discrete components, as the control program, that act in a continuous 
environment. In the last few years a number of forma1 methods for dealing with hybrid 
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systems have been suggested in the literature. Some of the researchers argue that 
continuously changing observables can be modelled by the same techniques that are 
used to model time [25,1,21], others have suggested techniques for extending existing 
models to hybrid systems [ 10,22,26,27]. 
While many systems can be analysed in a model where continuous changes are 
represented by discrete events, this may lead in some cases to a discrepancy between 
the real physical system and its representation in the model resulting in an unreliable 
analysis and inconsistent conclusions. Hybrid systems are by far the most complex 
and critical reactive systems; therefore, formal methods for their analysis, synthesis, 
and verification are needed. 
An important class of properties of hybrid systems are those about durations of 
system’s states. It is often the case that the states of a hybrid system can be classified 
into critical and noncritical states. The analysis of such systems requires the ability to 
specify and prove relations between these states and their durations. If one uses the set 
of nonnegative reals as time domain and functionsfs: [w,,,+{O, l}, for each state B, to 
represent whether the system is at time t in state B(&(t) = 1) or not (fs(t) = 0), one can 
calculate the duration of a state B in an interval, [a, b] as the integral si J$(x) dx. 
The duration calculus [9,1 l] (DC for short) provides a requirement specification 
language that allows to express properties about such durations and a calculus to 
reason about them. Many examples have been analysed using DC [34,33] such as the 
classical gas burner system. While DC only allows the expression of safety properties 
and there is hardly any program verification theory based on it, there exist a number 
of formal frameworks based on temporal logic that allow the specification of both 
safety and liveness properties and provide a powerful theory for proving real-time 
properties of programs (e.g. [29,12,1]). It is self-evident that any formal framework 
for hybrid systems must be able to deal with real time. 
In this paper we present a formal framework that includes a duration concept 
similar to the one of DC and that benefits from the extensive study of temporal 
frameworks by many researchers. As metric temporal logic [ 16,17,3] provides a con- 
cise notation for specifying real-time requirements and as it is equipped with a proof 
theory for verifying programs, we take it as basis for our work. The work of Manna 
et al. [12] provides a proof methodology based on MTL, and the work of the second 
author of this paper [14] presents a compositional proof system for proving real-time 
properties specified in MTL of distributed systems. Since compositionality is a pos- 
sible technique for managing complexity and since it makes verification during the 
design process possible, we start from a version of metric temporal logic that supports 
compositional program verification [14]. We enrich metric temporal logic with a state 
duration concept. This is achieved by including duration functions jr& for a term 
r and a formula 4. Such a function measures the duration of 4 during the next Y time 
units. As time domain we choose the set of nonnegative real numbers. This allows us 
to define the semantics of durations by means of Riemann integrals. Syntax and 
semantics of the extended specification language MTL-f are presented in Section 2. In 
Section 3, we show that every property that can be expressed in the duration calculus 
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can also be expressed in MTL-j. We define a function that translates every formula of 
the duration calculus into MTL-J and prove a correspondence between every formula 
and its translation. We also prove that MTL-J is more expressive than the duration 
calculus. In Section 4, we present axioms that allow the derivation of valid duration 
formulae, prove their soundness, and compare them with the axioms present in the 
duration calculus. This section also includes an example that shows how to specify 
and prove duration formulae in MTL-J. A rule for proving limited duration properties 
and its soundness proof are presented in Section 5, where we apply this rule to verify 
a control strategy for the gas burner system. Section 6 includes some concluding 
remarks. Proofs of lemmas appearing in these sections are presented in Appendix A. 
2. Specification language MTL-1 
Temporal logic (or tense logic) provides a natural and abstract approach for the 
analysis of safety and liveness properties of reactive systems. The use of temporal logic 
as a framework for specifying such properties was first proposed by Pnueli [30]. 
Traditional temporal operators do not allow the expression of speed-dependent, 
quantitative real-time constraints. Two main possibilities for extending the expressive 
power of temporal logic to deal with real-time constraints have been suggested in the 
literature. 
The first approach suggests the use of an ordinary variable to model time. In this 
approach, real-time constraints can be expressed by referring explicitly to time 
through the use of this variable (e.g. [29]). An alternative approach uses the so-called 
bounded operators. For each temporal operator, such as the (strong) until operator U, 
one or more timed versions are introduced, such as U,,. While the formula 4U$ 
states that C$ holds until + becomes true and that + will become true eventually, the 
formula c$U,,J/ puts the additional constraint that Ic/ becomes true within z time units. 
This approach, to which we refer as metric temporal approach, has been advocated in 
[19,18,16]. In contrast to the first approach, time is implicit in the metric temporal 
one. 
In this section we extend MTL to allow the expression of constraints on the 
durations of formulae. In Section 2.1 we formulate the syntax of this language. The 
semantics of the extended logic can be found in Section 2.2. 
2.1. Syntax of the specification language 
We give the syntax of a specification language, called MTL-J, which is an extension 
of MTL with durations. Formulae of this logic are constructed from atomic formulae 
by applying future real-time operators U,, (strong until before r) and U=, (strong 
until in z), past real-time operators S,, (strong since before z) and SE, (strong since in 
z), and logical connectives 1 (negation) and v (disjunction). Although in this paper 
we do not consider the compositional verification of real-time systems, the aim is to 
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design a specification language that can be used at all levels involved in the process 
of specification and design of a real-time system. Since compositionality is a pre- 
requisite for hierarchical and top-down development of programs, we include the 
operator % that allows the formulation of a compositional proof rule for sequential 
composition (cf. [S, 141). Moreover, this operator is used in Section 3 where we 
prove that each formula of DC can be translated into our specification language 
MTL-f. 
Furthermore, MTL-J includes existential quantification over variables ranging over 
real numbers and the logical constant true. To be able to express duration properties, 
we introduce terms of the form 1’4, for a term r and a formula 4. Such a term 
measures the accumulated time during the next r time units in which 4 holds. For 
instance, the requirement that the duration of a critical state, characterised by 4, is less 
than /? during the next c( time units can be specified by s’4</I. 
Let 99 be a set of propositional etters and Var a set of logical variables. We use 
P,Q, . . . as typical elements of 89 and x, y, . . . as typical elements of Var. Logical 
variables in Var range over the set of real numbers, which is denoted by R. The set of 
nonnegative real numbers is denoted by iw,e. Furthermore, we use a special element 
co with the usual properties (e.g. M < co, for every C(E 52). 
The syntax of our specification language MTL-j is given in Table 1, with 
Z~~,,U{~}, T’EkO, ER, n> 1, xeVar,fa function symbol of arity rr, R a relation 
symbol of arity n, and PE~Y. 
Henceforth, we use Y-d to denote the set of terms. 
The informal meaning of true, P, R(rl, . . . , r”), 4r v &, -I 4, and 3x4 is as usual. 
The formula $~r Uir& states that 4r is continuously true until & becomes true 
and that 42 will be true within r time units. Note that we allow r= cc and that 
u is the ordinary qualitative strong until operator. 
Tieaformula $1 U=,$, states that #J~ is continuously true during the next r time 
units and that 4z will be true in exactly r time units. 
The formula 4r S,, $z states that 42 has been true within the past z units and that 
since that time 4r has been continuously true. Again, S, r) is the ordinary qualitat- 
ive strong since operator. 
The formula $t S=, & states that 42 has been true exactly r time units ago and that 
41 has been continuously true during the last z time units. 
Formula +r V $2 holds if the future can be partitioned into two periods; a first 
period that together with the past satisfies 41 and a second period that satisfies 4*. 
Table 1 
Syntax of MTL-J 
Term r ::= a ) x 1 5’4 1 f(r,,...,r,) 
Formula 4 ::= true 1 P 1 R(r,,...,r.) 1 d1v~2 1 TC$ 13x4 1 
91fJ<rdZ I &rJ=7,4)2 I +,s<,qJ, I 41s=,.4, ldJ1~42 
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2.2. Semantics qf the spec$ation language 
In this section, we present the formal semantics of our specification language 
MTL-j. To be able to assign meanings to MTL-1 formulae, we need to interpret 
atomic formulae and assign values to the terms in Y8. Therefore, we assume a total 
function f: R”+R to be associated with each n-ary function symbol f and a relation 
e&R” to be associated with each nary relation symbol R. 
2.2.1. Semantic model 
As hybrid systems have continuously changing observables, we use the set of 
nonnegative reals, IR, a, as time domain. MTL-j formulae are interpreted over models 
which are pairs consisting of an observation and a logical environment. 
An observation (T of length 6 @~Iw,,u {co}) over 99 is a function from P9 into 
the set of functions from interval [O,S) into {tt,fs}, i.e. 0:92’+([0, G)+{rt,$)). 
Intuitively, for an observation G, a propositional letter P, and a real number t [0,6), 
o(P)(t)=tt denotes that 0 represents an observation where P holds at time t. Clearly, 
a(P)(t)=fldenotes that according to observation 0, P does not hold at t. The length of 
an observation 0 is denoted by fo. 
An observation cr is required to satisfy the following jnite variability condition: 
l For every propositional letter P, the function a(P) has only finitely many discon- 
tinuity points on each bounded subinterval of [0, #G). 
The finite variability condition guarantees that each bounded subinterval of [0, #o) 
can be partitioned into a finite number of subintervals in which o(P) is constant (cf. 
[6]). The set of all observations over 9?9 is denoted by 0. 
The concatenation of two observations o1 and g2, denoted by q1rr2, is defined to be 
the observation of length # rri + #a2 satisfying for all PEY’Y, 
(fJ1oz)(P)(t)= 
Ul (P)(t) for all I with O<t< #o,, 
a2(P)(t- #cl) for all t with #cl <t< #or + #a,. 
Let teR,o. The t-prefix of observation 0, denoted by aJt, is defined to be the 
observation of length min(t, #a) satisfying (olt)(P)(t’)= o(P)(t’), for any PE~_Y and 
t’E[O, min(t, # u)). The t-suffix of c, denoted by oft, is defined to be the observation of 
length max(O, #cr-t) satisfying (att)(P)(t’)=a(P)(t’+t), for any PEEL?’ and 
t’~[O,max(O, #o-t)). It is easy to prove that the concatenation of a t-prefix and 
a t-suffix of an observation rr equals 6, i.e. (oJt)(aTt)=o, for all t~iW,e. 
A logical environment is a mapping that assigns a real number to each logical 
variable. The set of all logical environments is denoted by 0. We will use 9 as a 
typical element of 0. For any logical variable x, any real number T, and any 
logical environment 9, we define the variant of 9 w.r.t. r and x, denoted by !&, 
as the logical environment that maps every variable y different from x to 9(y) and 
x to 7. 
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2.2.2. Meaning qf,formulae 
We define when a formula 4 holds in an observation CT, a logical environment 9, and 
a time t, denoted (a, 9, t) + 4. First a value is assigned to each term in 98. To deal 
with the integration over formulae, we define for each formula 4 and model ((T, 9) the 
function l,+(_,): [w,,+Iw,, as follows: 
1 $(n, :J) (r) “Af 
i 
1 if (C 1% r) t= 4, 
0 otherwise. 
The meaning of a duration ~‘c$J in a model (a,@ is defined by means of Riemann 
integral of the function l,,, :,). However, 14C0,3j is not necessarily Riemann integrable, 
as shown in Example 2.3, below. To deal with this, we require 14Cn,:,j to satisfy the 
Dirichlet condition [7], when defining the meaning of a duration ~‘c#L 
Definition 2.1. A function is said to satisfy the Dirichlet condition iff for any bounded 
interval I, it is bounded in I and has a finite number of discontinuity points in I. 
The Dirichlet condition implies Riemann integrability, which is needed to have the 
semantics of our terms well-defined. For any formula C$ and model (a, 9), 19(n,3, is 
trivially bounded in any finite interval I but it does not necessarily satisfy the second 
clause of the Dirichlet condition. 
Since observations satisfy the finite variability condition, it can be proved that for 
every formula 4 which is obtained by applying boolean operators to propositional 
letters, the function 14t0,:,) satisfies the Dirichlet condition for every model (a,@. 
We are now able to define the semantics of terms. The value S[Y](O, (9)r of a term 
r in a model (c, 9) and a nonnegative real number f is as follows: 
t+/[r](n,3)t St l~(n,a)@ddtl if &,,J) satisfies the Dirichlet condition 
def 
= and Y l[rj (cr, 9) t 3 0, 
0 otherwise, 
and 
~U.f(r,, .. . . r.)Db, @t d~f’f(3 [rJ (a, 9) t, . . . , F [r,J(fl, ,9)t). 
Satisfiability of a formula 4 in a model (a,9) and a nonnegative real number t is 
denoted by (0,9, t) + #A It is recursively defined by 
0 (a, 9, t) k true. 
l (a, 9, t) + P iff o(P)(t)= tr and t < #c. 
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l (a,S,t)+ R(rl, . . . ,r,) iff (5[r1j(a,S)t, . . . ,Y[r,,](a,19)t)~&. 
0 (~7,9, t) I= 41 v & iff (0~9, t)+ & or (o,9, t)k 42. 
0 (q9, t) + 7 4 iff (0,9, t)l# C#J. 
l (~7,,9,t)+4~ UCr& iff there exist ~‘E[W,~ such that t < t’ < f + z, (cr, 9, f’) + q52 and 
for all t”~[W~e, tdt”<t’, (a, 9,t”)I= 41. 
. (a, 9, r) I= $1 u=,, 4z iff (c,,~,~+z’)+c#J~ and for all ~‘E[W~,,, t<t’<t+r’, 
(a, 9, t’) I= 41. 
l (a, 3,t)+ 4r SGr& iff there exist ~‘EIW,~ such that t--t < t’,< t, (a. 9, t’) /= cftz, and 
for all t”ERgo, f’<f”<f, (cJ,Q,t”)+&. 
l (a,,9,t)+~#~rS=~.q& iff t>r’, (o,Q,t-T’)+&, and for all t’~[W~e, f-z’<t’<t, 
(c, 9, r’) I= 4 1 . 
l (a, 8, t) k C#J~ V q& iff there exist observations CJ~ and c2 such that 0 = c1cr2, #cl 3 t 
(a1,9,r)k4r and (~z~Q,O)I=&. 
l (a, 9, t) + 3x C#I iff there exists a value ZER such that ((T, 9:, t) k 4. 
Satisfiability of a formula q5 in a model (cr, 9) is defined by (0,9,0) k C$ and it is denoted 
by (a, 9) + 4. A formula C#I is called valid, denoted by I= $J, if (rr, 9) + qt~ holds for each 
model (a, 9). 
The following useful lemma relates variants and substitutions. 
Lemma 2.2. For any,formula 4, any model (a, S), any logical variable x, and any real 
numbers dgE2 and teOB,O, 
(a, 95 t) I= 4 $7 (0,193 r)I= $ [d/xl 
In this paper, we consider a specification language that includes the function 
symbol + and the relation symbols 6, <, and =. The interpretations of these 
function and relation symbols are such that they coincide with their standard inter, 
pretations on [w. 
Furthermore, we assume that we have a propositional letter T such that for every 
observation 0 and every ~E[W,~, o(T)(r)=tt iff t~[0, #cr). 
The following example shows that the function 14(,,:,), induced by a formula C$ and 
a model (cJ,,~), is not necessarily Riemann integrable. 
Example 2.3. In this example we assume the following relation and function symbols 
to be in our formal language. 
(1) A unary relation symbol rat with the set Q of rational numbers as interpreta- 
tion, i.e. rat = Q, and - 
(2) a unary function symbol f with the following function f as interpretation: 
f: Iw-+iR, with f(a)% 1 -a, for all aelW. 
Now, consider the formula 4 dAf 3x(rat(x) ~,f(x) = j’ T) and consider a model (a, 9) 
with #rr=l. 
Since for each t~[0, l), S[j’ T](cr, s)(t)= 1 -t, one can prove that, for each t~[0, l), 
(cr, 3, t) + b, iff t = y, for a rational number q. Hence, for each tf[O, l), 1 4fn,:,j(t) = 1 iff 
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r =q, for some rational number q. This implies that 19Ca,3j is every where discontinuous 
on [O, 1). Moreover, lgtR,:,) is not Riemann integrable, since it-&{ jig(x)dxJg is a step 
function on [0, l] and g > I,,,,,,} = 1 and sup{ ji g(x) dxlg is a step function on [0, l] 
and g < lb,,,,,} =O. 
In Table 2 we define a number of abbreviations, where 4, +r and (p2 are formulae, 
x is a logical variable, r is a constant in [w,,, u (co), and r’ is a constant in [waO. 
We give the informal meaning of the most interesting abbreviations: 
l o=,,@ 4 will be true in exactly r’ time units. 
l o<,@ c++ will be eventually true before r time units. 
l o~,,I$: C#J will be eventually true before or in exactly r’ time units. 
l 04: 4 will be eventually true. 
l q <,$: r$ is continuously true during the next r time units. 
l 04: Henceforth C/J will be true. 
Example 2.4. The first requirement of the Gas Burner example in [34] states that gas 
must never leak for more than 4 time units in any period of at most 30 time units. If we 
use the proposition Leak to represent whether gas is leaking or not, we can express 
this requirement in MTL-J by 
X 
Reqo 0 Vx(x d 30+ 
s 
Leak d 4). 
An equivalent requirement is that gas never leaks for more than 4 time units in any 
period of 30 time units. This requirement can be specified in MTL-J by 
s 
30 
Req q Leak < 4. 
Whereas the first formulation constraints all periods of length less or equal 30, the 
second formulation only mentions periods of length equal 30. The equivalence of these 
requirements follows from the monotonicity of the duration operator s”. This will be 
formalised in axiom (04) of Section 4. 
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3. Comparison of the duration calculus with MTL-j 
In this section we investigate the relationship between MTL-J and the duration 
calculus. We show that any formula of the duration calculus can be translated into an 
MTL-j formula and that MTL-j IS more expressive than the duration calculus. 
To do so we briefly introduce the duration calculus. (For a more detailed presenta- 
tion of the duration calculus we refer to [9,11].) It has been introduced in [9] as 
a notation to specify real-time requirements, and a calculus to verify theorems about 
such requirements, and can be considered as an extension of interval temporal logic 
[28]. The duration calculus has also been used to give semantics to communicating 
processes executed on a shared processor configuration [8] and has been extended to 
handle hybrid systems [lo]. 
Formulae of the duration calculus are interpreted in models and in bounded 
intervals [b, d] c R,,,. An important operator of the duration calculus is the - oper- 
ator. Intuitively, Din D2 holds in model (a, 9) and interval [b, d] E Iw,,, iff the interval 
[b,d] can be partitioned into two intervals [b,m] and [m,d] such that D1 holds in 
model (a, 9) and interval [h, m], and D2 holds in model (CJ, 9) and interval [m, d]. 
A central notion in the duration calculus is the duration qf a boolean assertion, 
denoted by 1 B where boolean assertions are defined by 
B ::= true ) P 1 B,vB2 1 iB with PE??Y, 
Note that boolean assertions are a subset of the formulae of the previous section. We 
use (a, 9, t) k B and lB(n,:Jr as defined there. Remember that because of the finite 
variability condition imposed on observations, for each boolean assertion B and 
model (a, 9) the function lsC,,,,r is Riemann integrable. 
Terms of the duration calculus are defined as follows: 
).D ..- ..- 7 I jB I x I _fO-?,...,di?, 
where r is a real number, B is a boolean assertion, and x is a variable. In this definition 
we have omitted the term / since it can be introduced as an abbreviation of j true. 
Terms of the duration calculus are interpreted in an interval, as opposed to the 
previous section where only points are used. Thus, for a term rD and an interval 
(Ikdlc~,,, we define v [r”j (0,s) [b, d] as follows: 
v [r] ((z, 9)[b, d] dAf z, 
s d v (a,@Cb,dl dzf l,,,,,,(t)dr, b 
v[xj(cr, S)[b,d] dAf S(x), 
v [If(r? , . . ., rf)j to,@ [b, 4 ‘g’_fcv [[r?j (a, 9)Cb, d], . . . , v [It-f] (a,@ [h, d]). 
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Thus, the term j B when evaluated in an interval [b,d] has as value the duration of 
B in this interval. Note that both end-points of the interval are implicit, that is, they 
are not mentioned in the syntax. 
Let rD[JX/J] denote the term obtained from rD by substituting all occurrences of 
j by s”. Then we have the following lemma, relating the value of a term in the duration 
calculus to one in 9-67. 
Lemma 3.1. For any term rD of the duration calculus, interval [b, d] E [waO, and model 
(@, % 
v [r”j(c, 9) [b, d] = Y [rD[ s’/j]j(o, XWb)b, where x does not occur in rD. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of rD. Note that r”[j”/r] is an element of 96. 
The main observation is that for any variable x and any boolean assertion B, 
v 
s 
d l~(o,:,)(t) dt= 
s 
b+(d-b) 
1 s&t) dt 
b b 
x 
=y Ls IB (a,3fb)b. 0 
The set $9 of formulae of the duration calculus is defined by 
D ::= true 1 R(ry, . . . . r,“) 1 -ID / D, v D2 1 DI-Dz 1 3xD, 
where I), and D2 are formulae in 9, x is a variable, and rf, for i = 1, . . . , n, are terms. 
Next we define when a formula D of the duration calculus holds in a model (a, 9) 
and an interval [b,d] E lfXaO, denoted by ((r, 9, [b, d]) FD D: 
l (6 9, Cb, 4) +D true, 
l (a,$, bdl)i=DR(r?,...,ri) iff(v[r?~h~)Chdl, . . ..v~r.“l(u,9)Cb,dl)ER, 
l (6 9, ch 4) bDi D 8 (% 9, Lb, 4 ) i#D Q 
0 (G 1% Lb, dl) kD D, v D2 iff (o,k Lb, 4) +D D1 or (%8 [b, 4) +D D2, 
l (a, 8, [b,d]) FD D,-Dz iff there exists m with bbm<d, (a,& [b,m] +D D1, and 
(a, 8 Cm, 4 1 +D D,, and 
l (a, 8, [b, d]) +D 3xD iff (G, 9”,, [b,d]) pD D, for some real number a. 
The following lemma expresses that truth of (a, 9, [b, d]) +D D does only depend on 
a finite interval of observation O. 
Lemma 3.2. For any interval [b,d] E Iw >o, any model (a, 9), and any formula DEZ~, the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) (% 9, Lb, 4) +D D, 
(W ((al4fh $9 Co, d- bl) +D D, 
(cl (ofh 3, CO, d - bl) +D Q and 
(4 (old, 3, lb, 4) !=D D. 
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Proof. See the appendix. 0 
Next, we show how formulae of the duration calculus can be translated into MTL-1. 
We define for each logical variable x a function &‘X that translates any formula DEB 
into an MTL-J formula g,.(D), provided x does not occur in D. 
Before defining function 8x, we introduce d&(r), for a term r-ET&, as an abbrevi- 
ation of the formula Vy(r < y+jYT= r). Intuitively, &t(r) holds in a model (u, 9) and 
tglW,o iff the distance from 1 to the end of the observation B is r. Thus, if we consider 
a model (a, 9) with # CJ = 2, then (a, 840) + dist(2) and (a, 9,l) # disr(2). Formally, for 
each model (~,9), xEVar, and t < # 0, ((T, 9, t) + disr(r) iff # CJ - t = F [rj (a, 9) t, as can 
be shown as follows. For each ZER,,, St+’ 1T(n,i)j(tl)dt1=min(7, #a-t); therefore, 
we have that s:+‘l T,n,3)(tl)dtl=~[rl](~,S)t~[Wd0, for all ZE[W,~ with 
~3SfYJ@,S)tGIW,o, iff #o-t=T[rJ(a,9)f. 
Let D, D1, and Dz be duration formulae in which x does not occur. Then, we define 
fZ.Jtrue) dgf true, 
&,(DTDz)~f 3x,,(O<x,,<x ~((~~,,(D,)~dist(xo))~(~~,(D,)[x-x,/xl))), 
where x0 is different from x and it does not occur in D, and DZ, and 
&(3yD) ‘kf 3y&(D). 
Then we have the following theorem relating formula DEB and &JD). 
Theorem 3.3. For anyformula D of the duration calculus, any interval [b,d] c IwaO, any 
logical variable x which does not occur in D, and any model (0, 9) wirh #CT >d, 
(a, J4 Cb, 4) FD D ifs (0, %-“, b) i= &A4 
Proof. By induction on the structure of D. We only present the case of D1-D2. 
Using Lemma 3.2 we have that (a, 9, [b,dJ) br, DInDt holds iff there exists m with 
b $ m Q 4 (aim, [b, ml) +;D D,, and (aTm, 8, [O, d - ml) kD D2. 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, for any distinct variables x and x0 such that 
x and x0 do not occur in D1 and D1(o, 9, [b,d]) kD DInDz holds iff there exists m with 
b < m dd, (elm, SY0-b, b) I= ox,,, and (atm, 9”,-“, 0) k Lf.JD,). 
Since # o3d implies for every m with m <d, # (elm) =m, and since 
o=(crJm)(otm), this leads to (a, 9, [b, d]) kD DlhDZ iff there exist m with b bm <d, 
and observations CJ~ and CJ~ with ~=cJ~G~, (a1,9T0-‘,b)+ tp,,(D,), #aI =m, and 
(02, 9$-“, 0) + &.JD2) iff there exist m with b < m d d and observations g1 and oz with 
c7=g1fJ2, #a1 3 b, (cl, 9dx;;bdm-b, b) + c%,,(D~), (aI, 9$:imwb, b) + dist(xO), and 
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(02, %:Zp-“, 0) b gX(Dz) [x-x0/x] iff there exist m with b d m <d and observations 
with g=g1g2, #a,Zb, (01,19d-b3m-b,b X,X0 ) k 8.JDl) A d&(x,) and 
,O) + ~X(D2)[x-x0/x] iff (r~,St-~, b) I= 3x0(Odxodx A ((8.JDl)~ dist 
Cx-xolxl))) iff (a, Km”, b) I= &ADI~W. 0 
Thus, we have shown that any D of DC can be translated to a formula in MTL-j by 
applying function G!?~ and we have proved a correspondence between D and &TX(D). 
What does this correspondence imply for the validity of a formula D of DC and its 
corresponding MTL-f formula J&(D)? Do we have b=. D iff +&JO), where kDD 
denotes the validity of D? 
Before answering these questions, we have to define when a formula of the duration 
calculus holds in a model and when it is valid. We adopt the definition given in [IS], i.e. 
we have 
(a, 9) kD D iff V t 2 0 - (a, 9, CO, tl) l=D D, 
that is, D holds in (a, 9) iff it holds in ((T, 9) and any prefix interval [0, t] of [0, co). (We 
decided to use the same notation, i.e. +,,, since there is no danger of ambiguity.) 
We then define validity of D, k=. D, as follows, 
kD D iff for every model ((T, 9), (a, 9) ka D. 
It is worth to note that a formula D of DC is valid if and only if D holds in every model 
and every interval. Formally, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. For any formula D of DC, 
kD D iff (a, 9, [b, d]) kD D for any model (CT, 9) and interval [b, d]. 
Proof. The if implication is obvious. To prove the only if implication, take an 
arbitrary formula D of DC with kD D, an arbitrary model (rr, 9), and an arbitrary 
interval [b, d]. We have to prove (~,9, [b, d] bD D. 
Since kD D holds, we have (aTb, 9, [0, b-d] kD D. Hence by Lemma 3.2, 
(0, 9, Cb, dl I=D D. 0 
We now return to the questions above and provide the following answers. In 
general, we do not have bD D iff + gX(D), as shown by the following example. Let Do 
denote the following formula of DC: 
true-( jtrue=O). 
Do is a valid formula, since for every model (a, 9) and t 20, ((r,9, [0, t]) kD true and 
(cr., 9, C4 tl) I=D 1t rue=O. The corresponding MTL-j formula gX(Do) is, however, not 
valid, since &,.(Do) E 3x0(0 <x0 d x A ((true A dist (x0)) W(jX-X” true = 0))) and for any 
model (g,$) with S(x)<0 and any ER, (a, 9”,,, 0) + 0 <x0 <x does not hold. To 
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understand the problem let us look closely at Theorem 3.3. This theorem tells us that 
under some restrictions, we have 
However, since we assume bad, this theorem does not say any thing about models 
(~,9) with 9(x) ~0. A possible solution to this problem is to restrict the validity of 
&.JD) to models with 9(x)20, i.e. to consider the formula x>O-&~(D) rather than 
67.J~). Thus, the question is now whether we have kD D iff bx 20+&FX(D). 
The answer is again no, as shown now. Consider a model (~,9) with # (T = 1 and 
9(x) = 3; thus, 9(x) 20. We show that (a, 9,O) k GY~(D,,) does not hold, which implies 
that ((T, 9,O) + x >O-MX(D,) does not hold, too. 
Assume (a, 9,O) + gX(DO). Thus, there exists WEIR with Ohm < 3 and there exist pi 
and g2 with ~~~~ =cr, (ai, S!JO, 0) k d&(x0), and (a, ,9’&,0) k J”-“” true =O. Since 
#oi 20, we have from (err , X&,0) k d&(x0) that # rrl =m holds. From 
(rr,Q!&,O) k ~X-Xotrue=O, we have 9!&(~)=~9!&(x,,). Therefore, m=3. Since (T=(T~(T~ 
implies #~,<#a, this contradicts rr1cr2=cr, #a=l, and #a,=m. 
The problem is that for each possible values 9(x)20 for x, we have to find models 
CJ~ and o2 with 01g2 = 0 and # (rr =9(x). This is, however, not possible if G is finite, 
since rr1~2 =(T implies #al 60, and therefore, for 9(x)> #rr, one cannot find or and 
g2 as above. 
This discussion leads to the following result. 
Lemma 3.5. Let I=D,m D denote the validity of D in all models (CJ, 9) with #o= m, i.e. 
+o,co D iflfor every (a, 9) with #o= a, (a, 9) kD D. 
Then, for any formula De23 in which x does not occur, 
kD,m D $f +x3y r T>x) A xZO-*&(D). 
Proof. By definition of I=D,7), we have kD,co D iff for every model (rr,9) and t 2 0, if 
# rr= co then (a, 9,O) bD D. Using Theorem 3.3, we obtain, I=D,m D iff for every model 
(g, 9) and t 20, if #g= cc then (a, 9:, 0) k rFX(D). Hence, kD,m D iff for every model 
(rr.,9), if # rr= cc and 9(x) 30 then (cr, 9,O) k gX(D). Now, since for every model (a, 9), 
(a, 9,O) + Vx3y s’T> x iff # CJ= co, we have j=D,m D iff for every model (~,9) (a, 3,O) 
+ (Vx3yIYT>x)~x20 -&.&B). Consequently, kD,33 D 8 +(Vx!lyy T> x) A x 2 
O-+~X(D). 0 
3.1. Comparison qf expressiveness of MTL-j and qf the duration calculus 
In this section, we show that MTL-J is more expressive than the duration calculus. 
We prove that the duration calculus allows expression of safety properties, only. As 
shown in the previous section, any formula of the duration calculus can be translated 
into an MTL-j formula. Since MTL-f allows the expression of liveness properties, as 
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for instance oP, for some PEB~?, this shows that MTL-j is more expressive than the 
duration calculus. 
To prove that the duration calculus only allows expression of safety properties, we 
use the topological characterisation of safety properties proposed by Alpern and 
Schneider [2]. This characterisation identifies safety properties with topologically 
closed sets of models, i.e. sets that contain all their limit points. 
Let xD denote the set of all models in which D holds, i.e. xD = {(a, 9) 1 (c, 9) FD D>. We 
show that for any formula DES? this set is topologically closed w.r.t. the topology 
induced by the following notion of convergence. 
Definition 3.6. A sequence of models ((Gir 9))i,0 is said to be convergent to the model 
(a, 9), denoted by limi+,(oi, $)=(o, 9), iff for all te[W,,, there exists a natural number 
n such that okI t = crlt, for ah k 2 n. 
Definition 3.7. A set of models Z is said to be topologically closed iff for any sequence 
<(ai~ 9))i>0 in Z and model (a, 9) if limi_,(Gi, 9)=(0,9) then (rr, @EC. 
It can be argued that with the above definition of convergence the identification of 
safety properties with topologically closed sets of models capture our intuition behind 
safety properties, namely that a safety property stipulates that an undesired behaviour 
does not happen during observation [2]. We can now prove the following result. 
Lemma 3.8. For any jormuia DEB, 20 is topologically closed, i.e. for any sequence 
((ai>9)>ia0 in xD and model (0, s), if hmi+,(Qi, @=(O,@ then (a, 8)ExD. 
Proof. Let D be a formula in 9, and let ((ai,9))i~o be a sequence in &,, i.e. 
(ai,9)~DD, for ah i>O. Let (a,$) be a model with limi~,((Ti,Q)=(~,,9). 
We have to prove (a, 8)EXD, i.e. (a, 9) kD D. 
By definition we have to show that for every t 20, (o,9, [0, t) +D D. 
Assume t >O. By the definition of convergence, there exists n>O such that for all 
k > n, aklt = olt holds. Since (ci, 9) +n D holds for all i > 0, we have (on, 9, [0, t]) kD D. 
Using Lemma 3.2, this leads to (a&, 9, [0, t]) kD D. Consequently, 
(olt, 8, [O, t]) kDD, and again using Lemma 3.2, we obtain (cJ, 8, [0, t]) bDD. 0 
As shown in the previous section, any formula of the duration calculus can be 
translated into an MTL-[ formula. Since MTL-f allows the expression of liveness 
properties, as for instance oP, for some PEPS, this shows that MTL-J is more 
expressive than the duration calculus. 
4. Axioms for durations 
Having extended the specification language of metric temporal logic to allow the 
expression of duration properties, we present axiom schemas to derive valid duration 
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formulae. (From now on, we refer to axiom schemas as axioms). We concentrate on 
the part of the logic that concerns duration formulae and adopt all valid metric 
temporal logic formulae as axioms and use tautologies of real arithmetic. A deductive 
system for metric temporal logic is presented in [ 17,321. In the remainder of this 
section, $J and Ic/ stand for boolean assertions, i.e. formulae obtained from proposi- 
tional letters by applying boolean connectives. Since application of boolean connect- 
ives preserves finite variability, if C/J is a boolean assertion, ldCa,3j is Riemann integrable 
for each model (0,s). 
As the meaning of a duration term 1’4 is defined as an integral, we have axioms that 
capture properties of integrals. 
(DO) r>O * j’true=r. 
(Dl) q rfalse=O. 
(D2) q j’#~=O. 
(D3) •~~~v~=~‘~+~‘I~I-~‘~A~. 
(D4) r<r’ =+ p#J d p$. 
(D5) rbar\o <,(++) * J’4GS’$, for any CE~,O~{~>. 
Soundness of axioms (DO)-(D5) follows immediately from the semantics. Note, 
however, that axioms (D3) and (DS) are unsound without the assumption that q5 and 
$ are boolean assertions. 
In addition to (DO)-(D5) we present three more axioms that relate duration 
formulae to the metric temporal operators V, o<,, and III<,. Before we give these 
axioms, we need to define rigid terms. A rigid rerm is a term that does not contain the 
symbol S. The following lemma expresses that the value of a rigid term only depends 
on the logical environment. 
Lemma 4.1. For every term r, observations CT and o’, and t, t’E[W,,, ifr is a rigid term 
then ~[r~(~,S)t=2T[rlj(fY,S)t’. 
Proof. Straightforward induction on the structure of r. Cl 
(D6) X’>,OAy’>oA TAr4=X’+y’ * 3xo(( l”“tj = x’)%‘( jr-““+ = y’)), provided r is 
a rigid term. 
Informally, axiom (D6) states that a nonempty interval I in which the duration of &I is 
x’+y’, for positive x’ and y’ can be partitioned into two intervals II and I, such that 
the duration of C$ in II is x’ and in Iz is y’. 
Lemma 4.2. Axiom (D6) is sound. 
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Proof. Consider an arbitrary model (a,9) and ~E’IW,~ with (a,$,~) l= x’>Or\y’> 
0 A TA r4=x’+y’. We have to prove that there exists a real number a and observa- 
tions or and g2 with #crl Zt, cr=~~~~,(~r,Q(ix~,t) b F~=x’, and (B~,Q‘&,O) + r-““ 
($=y’. 
Let a = F [rJ (0, s)t. Since r is a rigid term, we have by Lemma 4.1, a = F [rJ (a’, 9)r’, 
for each u’ and t’. We can distinguish two cases: (1) a ~0 and (2) a20. 
Consider the first case, i.e. a < 0. 
By the definition of the semantics of terms, we have F[J’q5j(o,,!J)t=O. Hence, 
9(x’) =0 and 9( y’) = 0. Choose 0 for a, crlt for (rl, and atr for rr2. Since # rr > t, we have 
#cl =rBt. It is now not difficult to see that (cJ~, $!&, t) l= jXo#=xr, and 
(~2,9,“,, d b Jr-““4 = y’. 
Next consider case (2), i.e. a 3 0. 
Letfbe the real function that maps each &CO, a] to 1:‘” l,(,,,,(z)dz. Observe that 
f is monotonic, f(0) = 0, and f(a) = 9(x’) + 9( y’). Together with 9(x’) 3 0 and 9( y’) B 0 
this leads to ,9(x’)e[.f‘(O),j(a)]. Becausefis continuous the intermediate value theorem 
implies that there exists a~[O,cc] with_f(a)=s(x’). Let c1 =aJ(t+a) and a,=of(t+a). 
We consider two cases, t+ a ,< # CJ and t + u > # (T. 
Case 1: r+ud #a. In this case, #al=r+u and #(TV= #o-(t+u). Hence, 
l lb(a,:,r(r’)= l+(o,,aj(t’), for each t’~[t,t+u) and 
. l&V,(r’+(r+a))= 1 gcn,aj(t’), for each t’Z0. 
This implies 
s fftl s X+0 l~(,,,,,(z)dz=9(x’) and l,,,,,,,(z)dz=9(~‘). f t 
Consequently, 
Case 2: t+a> #a. In this case, #or = #o> t and #az=O. Therefore, 
l~~.~,)(t’)= le(n,:,r(t’), for each t’~[t, t+u), and since 4 is a boolean assertion 
lg(n,3)(t’+(t+u))= &,:,)(t’), for each t’>O. The rest of the proof is similar to the first 
case. 0 
(D7) ogx jr&r’ * J Z+r~ <a +r’, provided Y and r’ are rigid and aeiw,,,. 
Axiom (D7) states that if j’$<r’ is satisfied before the next a time units then 
J’+‘+ <a + I’ is satisfied now. Thus, if a system has to satisfy the requirement that the 
duration of the critical state 4 is less than o in any period of y time units, i.e. q s’# <w, 
then the system can postpone a reaction to the occurrence of a state in which Q, holds 
during a time units, but then it must ensure that the duration of ~5 during the next y-a 
time units is less than o-a, i.e. jY-‘@bo-a. 
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Lemma 4.3. Axiom (07) is sound. 
Proof. Consider a model (a, 9) and r~lQ,e with (C-J, 9, t) k o<, S’4 d r’. Thus, there 
exists r’~[t, t + a] with (a, 9, t’) k Jr+ < r’. Let j?=S[rj(cr, $)t’ and o=Y[r’](o, s)t’. 
Since r and r’ are rigid terms, /I = F [r] (a, S,)t and w = F [r’] (a, 9) t. 
If j?<O, then O=j::‘“l 4(,,,a,(x) dx Go. Hence, o > 0 and CI + b < ~1, and therefore, 
~[~++~~(~, )(,)=sz+,+fi 19(,,:,,(x)dx~crdcr+o=~~cc+r’n(~,,9)(t). 





1 +w)(x) dx + 
f s 
t,+/J 
14~0, :+,(x) dx + l,,, :&) dx 
f’ 
The next axiom claims that in order to satisfy s”+<b, it suffices to ensure that 
S”4 <j? is satisfied at every point in which 4 holds during the next a time units. 
(D8) 0 <,(4-~‘4</?) * !“$</I, provided aERg,,. 
To prove soundness of Axiom (DQ first consider the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. Let f: R,,+{O, 1) be a function that satisfies the finite variability 
condition, that is, f has in each bounded subinterval of R,ojniteEy many discontinuity 
points. For all a,t,flER,,, if l:‘“f(x)dx >j then there exists toe[t, t+a) with 
j:,“‘“,f(x)dx>p and f(to)= 1. 
Proof. Consider a functionf, 1, a, and p as above. Sincefsatisfies the finite variability 
condition, interval [t, t +a) can be partitioned into finitely many intervals Ii, . . . , I,, 
such that uy= r Ii = [t, f + a), f is constant on I,, and for each i < n: 
(1) t<t’, for each t~li and t’Eli+ 1 and 
(2) fis constant on Ii, 
(3) there exist t’Eli, t”Eli+ 1 withf(t’)#f(t”). 
Since J:‘“f(x)dx>b>O and U~=r l;=[t,t+a), the set {il3tElif(t)=l) is 
nonempty, and therefore, there exists a ieast index k such that there exists t’~1, with 
f(r’)= 1. Let I(],) denote the left end-point of Ik and 1 its length. By condition (1) 
uy=r li=[t,f+a), and definition of I,, for each t<t’<l(I,), f(t’)=O. Thus, 
1:“” ‘j(x) dx = 0. 
Let 
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By definition of Ikr I > 0 and since s:‘“f(x) dx - p > 0, we have t < t,, </(I,) + 1 Z$ t + a. 
Thus, to~[f, t+a) and by condition (2),f(t,)= 1. Furthermore, we have 
s to + z t+x t+x fg f(x)dxa s to .f(x)dx= s f(x) dx - UIk) s l)-C4 dx
t+1 






Corollary 4.5. Axiom (08) is sound. 
Proof. Consider a model ((T, 9) and t~iW,,,. By Lemma 4.4, (a, 9, t) + f”$ > /? implies 
(0,% 0 + 0 <,(4 * j”$ > B). Th e corollary follows by contraposition. 0 
4. I. Example 
To illustrate the use of these axioms, consider again the gas burner requirement of 
Example 2.4, which has been specified in MTL-J by 
s 
30 
Req q Leak 6 4. 
A possible control strategy for the gas burner system is to ensure that whenever gas 
leaks the system enters within 4 time units a purge period of 26 time units, during which 
gas cannot leak. This strategy can be specified in MTL-f by the following formula: 
Des Leak =S oG4ucz61Leak. 
To prove that this strategy meets the requirement Req, we have to prove that 
Des =t- Req is a valid formula. We show that this formula is derivable by our axioms, 
adopting all valid MTL formulae as axioms. Derivations steps that are justified by 
metric temporal reasoning are marked by MTR. Steps using propositional reasoning 
are indicated by PROP. The notation I-4 means that 4 is derivable. 
l-a <261Leak =F. ~,~,(Leak+jalse) (PROP) 
+26<26~ q ,26(Leak+,false) =S s 26 Leak <j26false ((D5)) 
t-0 <26lLeak - j-‘” Leak 6J26false ((O),(l), PROP) 
EoJ26fuIse=0 ((Dl)) 
I-0 <26-l Leak =S J’” Leak 60 (PROP, (2) (3)) 
+-o,,o,,,lLeak + og4j’26 LeakdO (MTR,(4)) 
t-oG4f26 Leak<0 =t= f”” Leak 64 ((07)) 
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l-o 0 G4 c261 Leak * j3” Llakg4 (PROP,(5),(6)) 
ED~S =- (Leak + S”” Leakd4) (PROP, Def. of Des, (7)) 
F (Leak + j”” Leakd4) =S q <30(Leak-+S30 LeakG4) (MTR) 
Fm,30(Leak+J30 LeakG4) * f”” Leak<4 ((D8)) 
F(Leak * 1”” Leakd4) * 01”” Leak64 (PROP,(9),(lO)) 
t-Des 5 q j3’ Leak64 (PROP,(g),(ll)) 
4.2. Concluding remarks 
There are two main differences between the proof system of DC in [l l] (PSDC for 
short) and ours (apart from axioms (D6), (D7) and (D8) that relate duration formulae 
to metric temporal operators and therefore do not correspond to any axiom in 
PSDC). The first one is that axioms (D2) and (D4) of our proof system do not have 
their counterparts in PSDC. The reason for this is that terms in DC do not refer to the 
end-points of the interval in which they are evaluated, whereas a duration term 1’4 in 
MTL-1 explicitly mentions the right end-point of the interval in which the duration of 
4 is measured. Thus, in DC one cannot write j3’4=4 as in MTL-j; one would write 
1 true=30+!+=4. A xtoms (D2) and (D4) describe how a duration term of MTL-J 1’4 
depends on the explicit argument r. Axiom (D2) states that if this argument is zero 
then the whole term has zero as semantics; this is because the duration of any formula 
in a singular interval is zero, and axiom (D4) states that duration terms are monotonic 
in this argument. 
The second main difference is the absence of any induction rule in our proof system, 
while PSDC includes two (symmetric) induction rules. For DC, it is possible to 
formulate a sound induction rule because terms and formulae are interpreted injinite 
intervals. As shown in Section 3.1, this, however, has the consequence that only safety 
properties can be specified in DC. As soon as one introduces infinite intervals, the 
induction rule becomes unsound, since using them one can prove that each nonpoint 
interval I, i.e. each interval of positive length 1, either does not contain any subinterval 
in which 1 P is almost everywhere true, or the duration of P in I strictly less than I, 
that is, one can derive 
Prop jtrue=OV((true-( jTP=jtrue>O)-true)_SP<jtrue). 
It is not difficult to see that whereas Prop is valid for finite intervals, it is not valid for 
infinite ones, since for an infinite interval I if P is everywhere true except for a finite 
subinterval, the duration of P is infinite, and hence, equal to the length of I. 
SkakkebEk [35] has recently extended DC to allow expression of liveness proper- 
ties by including two extra chopping operators, Q and D. Informally, AaB holds in an 
interval [b, c] if there exists an interval [a, c] such that A holds in [a, h] and B holds in 
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[a, c]; and ADB holds in an interval [a, b] if there exists an interval [b, c] such that 
A holds in [a,~] and B holds in [h, c]. The resulting calculus DCL is based on 
Venema’s modal interval logic CDT [36] in the same way as DC is based on 
Moszkowski’s interval temporal logic [28]. 
5. Proof methodologies 
Proof methodologies for verifying bounded-invariance and bounded-response 
properties of timed transition systems are presented in [12]. Bounded-invariance 
properties are formulae of the form 4+0<,$, bounded-response properties of the 
form $J+o<,+, where 4 and $ are state formulae. In this section, we extend the proof 
methodology given in [12] by a proof rule for verifying limited-duration properties. 
A limited-duration property is a formula of the form q j” B < 8, where tc, BE R,,, and 
B is a boolean assertion. Informally, a limited-duration property asserts that the 
duration of state B is less than j3 in any period of c( time units. 
5.1. Computational model 
The abstract computational model we use is that of timed transition systems as 
presented in [4]. Closely related models are presented in [ 12,13,1]. A timed transition 
system generates a set of timed state sequences. A timed state sequence is a sequence of 
pairs of states and intervals in R,,,. Each of these pairs describes the state of the 
system at all points in the interval. The semantics of concrete systems can be defined 
by associating a timed transition system to each concrete one. 
Definition 5.1. A timed transition system TTS =(P, 9, F-, 1, u) consists of the following 
components: 
(1) A finite set P of propositional letters. 
(2) A set 9 c 2’ of possible initial states. 
(3) A finite set 9 of transitions. Each transition consists of a name r and a relation 
pr on 2’. We assume that all transitions in F have different names and identify 
a transition with its name. A transition r is called enabled on state s if there exists s’e2’ 
with (s, s’)EP,. r is called disabled on s if it is not enabled on s. 
(4) A minimal delay I,ER aO, for each transition r!zF. 
(5) A maximal delay u,>/, with u,ER~~u{co), for each reF. 
Time is incorporated in this model by specifying constraints on the times at which 
transitions may happen, assuming that transitions happen instantaneously. A minim- 
al delay I, asserts that transition r can only be taken if it has been continuously 
enabled for I, time units, a maximal delay U, asserts that z cannot be continuously 
enabled more than a, time units without being taken. An infinite maximal delay, 
u,= co, introduces a weak fairness assumption for transition r. 
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We assume that the set P of each timed transition system TTS includes for every 
transition z the proposition En(z) and that, for each state s, EWES iff r is enabled on 
s. To simplify the formalism, we also assume that every timed transition system TTS 
contains the idle transition rr with pT, = {(s, s) 1 SET’}, Z,, = 0, and u,, = cc. This assump- 
tion ensures that timed transition systems generate only infinite sequences. 
Let from now on Z(Z) denote the left end-point of interval I and r(Z) denote the right 
end-point of I, if it exists. For a bounded interval in [waO both left- and right-end- 
points exist. Two intervals I and I’ are called adjacent iff (1) r(Z)=I(Z’) and (2) either 
I is right-open and I’ is left-closed, or I is right-closed and I’ is left-open. 
A timed state sequence consists of an infinite sequence (so, lo)‘% (si, II) . . . , 
satisfying for each i 20, that siE2’, Ii is nonempty and right-closed, Ii and Ii+ 1 are 
adjacent intervals in (waO, and Ui,,, Ii= [w,,,. 
It is not difficult to see that for each timed state sequence and for each tE[W,,, there 
exists a (unique) i with t~li. Consider a time t and let i be the (unique) index such that 
tEZi. A transition r is said to be enabled, respectively disabled, at t in a timed state 
sequence, if r is enabled, respectively disabled, on St. A transition r is said to be taken 
at a point in time t if there exists an i with r(Zi)= t and Zi=Z. 
For each transition r we define a function 6, that maps each timed state sequence ts 
and t EIR,~ to h,(ts, t), the time that has elapsed since transition r became enabled in ts 
after t. For a timed state sequence ts =(s,-,, I,,) 9 (sl, I,) ... and tEZi, we have that if r is 
enabled at t and not taken at I(Zi), then &(ts, t) = &(ts, I(Zi)) + t - I(Zi); if r is enabled at 
t and taken at l(Zi), then 6,(ts, t)= t -/(Ii); if r is not enabled at t then &(ts, t)=O. 
Example 5.2. Let us consider a concrete time state sequence and see what values 
function 6, yields at different time points. Let ts be the following sequence: 
({En(r), En@,)}, CO, 11) h ({Wd, Wz,)}, C1,21) L ({En(z,)}, CT 51) 3 .... 
Then, &(ts, 1) = 1, since r is enabled at 1 and not taken at 0; &(ts, 1.5)=0.5, since r is 
enabled at 1.5 and taken at 1; and finally &(ts, 4)=0, since r is disabled at 4. 
A computation cp of a timed transition system TTS = (P, Y, F-, 1, u) is a timed state 
sequence (se, IO)‘% (sr , I,) ... satisfying the following. 
1. Znitiality: s0E9. 
2. Consecution: For each ia0, there is a transition KEY with (si,si+ ~)EP,. 
3. Lower bound: For each transition TEY, and teR,o, if z is taken at t in cp then 
&(cp, t) 2 1,. 
4. Upper bound: For each transition KEY, and tfRao, &(cp, t)<u,. Further, if u,= cc 
then there exists t’ B t with &(cp, t’) = 0 or r is taken at t’ in cp. 
Thus, the lower-bound condition rules out timed state sequences in which a transition 
r is taken without being enabled for I, units . The upper-bound condition rules out 
timed state sequences in which a transition r is continuously enabled for more than 
u, without being taken. If u,= co, the upper-bound condition forbids timed state 
sequences that are weakly unfair w.r.t. z. 
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Observe that each timed state sequence ts can be transformed into an observation 
R(ts) in 0, where R is defined as follows: for every PEP and every t~k!,,, 
R(ts)(P)(t)=tt iff there exists an i with tEli and PEsi. Finite variability of observation 
R(D) follows from the fact that for each timed state sequence and for each ~E[W,~ there 
exists a unique i with tEli. 
We can now define when a timed transition system TTS satisfies an MTL-J formula 
4, denoted by TTS + 4. 
Definition 5.3. A timed transition system TTS satisfies 4 #‘for every computation cp 
of TTS and every 9~0, (R(cp), 9) + 4. 
5.2. VeriJication qf limited-duration properties 
In this section we show how to prove that a given timed transition system TTS 
satisfies a limited-duration property. We present proof rules for verifying such proper- 
ties. These rules use minimal and maximal delays of transitions. Before we present the 
proof rules, we need a few preparations. 
Let Y(B) denote the interpretation of boolean assertion B as a set of states in 2’, 
i.e. S(true)=2’, 9(P)={s~2’[ PES), for P~9.9, Y(B1 A B,)=Y(B,), and Y(lB)= 
2P-X(B). We call a state s a B-state if s~9(B). 
For given observation 0 and ~E[W,~, we call a set s~2’ a-obseroed at t, ifs is the set 
of all propositional letter PEP with o(P)(t)=tt, i.e. s={PEPI o(P)t=tt). 
One can prove the following result. 
Lemma 5.4. For every model (a, 9), state s~2’ and ~E[W,~, ifs is a-observed at t then 
(a, 9, t) k B ifs~9(B). 
Proof. Straightforward induction on the structure of B. 0 
Corollary 5.5. For every boolean assertion B, 9(B)= 2’ iff + q B. 
Our proof rule has verification condition {B}z{B’}, where r is a transition and 
B and B’ are boolean assertions, as premises. A verification condition {B} T{B’) is 
satisfied if for every states s and s’ such that s is a B-state and (s, s’)EP,, s’ is a B’-state. 
We use {B}F{B’} as abbreviation of Ajrer {B} r {B’J. 
Using Lemma 5.4 one can prove the following result. 
Lemma 5.6. For every transition 7, every boolean assertions B and B’ with {B} z { B’), 
and every model (a, 9) with s and s’ as a-observed states at t, respectively t’, $(a, 9, t) + B 
and (s, s’)E~, then (a, 8, t’) + B’. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.4 and the definition of {B} z { B’). 0 
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We are now ready to formulate our proof rule for verifying limited durations. It 
shows how to prove that a timed transition system TTS=( P,9,5, I, u) satisfies 
a limited-duration property o /‘B </I. 
In the rule three subsets of Y are used, namely H, g, and L, and two assertions 
4 and +. The formula 4, called the invariant of the rule, usually (but not necessarily) 
characterises the reachable states of TTS or is a weaker invariant of the timed 
transition system. The transitions in fl are harmless transitions, since they never lead 
to a B-state when executed in a reachable l&state. Intuitively, the transitions in 
L are dangerous in the sense that they may lead to a B-state and have a small lower 
bound. Formula $ characterises the states in which transitions in L are disabled 
during the next y time units, implying by the lower-bound condition that a ZEL 
cannot be taken during the next y + I, time units. The set H contains helpful transitions 
that lead to a -r&state in which tj holds. 
(LD) (0) TTS F-B = c$ A // En(r) 
TEH 
(3) {c#mlB}zT{f$AlBJ 
(4) /j (6 A En(r)} Hi1 En(r)} 
r..9-A 
(5) {~$H(~BAII/A$) 
TTS t- q fM+“‘B<M 
Here 4 and rj are boolean assertions, M = max { u, 1 zeHJ, 
m=min(y+I,Iz~L}u{I,Iz~~-(~uL)}) and provided M+rn~lR,,-,. 
To establish premises (0) and (l), one has to derive that timed transition system TTS 
satisfies the invariance property B * 4VTEH En(z) and the bounded-invariance prop- 
erty ti =- q +j 7EL1En(z). Complete rules for deriving such formulae are given 
in [12]. 
Premise (0) ensures that on each B-state at least one helpful transition is enabled 
and premise (2) ensures that this transition remains enabled unless a helpful transition 
is taken. Premises (1) and (5) state that after execution of a helpful transition, all 
transitions in L are disabled during y time units. Premise (3) states that transitions in 
L? never lead to a B-state when executed in a 1 B-state. Premise (4) ensures that each 
helpful transition r disables any transition that is enabled when r is taken and that is 
not harmless. Premise (5) ensures that any helpful transition that is taken in a &state 
leads to a lL?-state. Since by premise (0) every reachable B-state is a @-state, this 
implies that any helpful transition that is taken in a B-state leads to a l&state. 
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Theorem 5.7. Proof rule LD is sound. 
Proof. Consider a timed transition system TTS. Assume that all premises of rule LD 
are satisfied. Thus, we have sets H, I??, and L of transitions in Y such that 
(0) TTS I= B * 4 A Vrsr, En(r), 
(1) TTSl=$ * •<~/jre~lEn(r), 
(2) I4 * En(r)Ir’@ * En(r)} is satisfied, for each ~EH and each z’EY- H, 
(3) ($~lB)r{qSr\lB} is satisfied for each ZE~, 
(4) { $ A En(z)} T’ (1 En(7)) is satisfied, for each 7~5 - ti and 7’~ H, and 
(5) {q5)7{1Br\ t,b A 4) is satisfied, for each ~EH. 
Take an arbitrary computation cp : (s,,, I,,) 3 (sl, II) ... of TTS and take an arbit- 
rary environment 8~0. We have to prove (R(q), 9,O) k q j”+“‘B< M. 
The proof is by contradiction. Consider ~E[W,,, with (R(cp),S,t) # J”+mII< M. 
Thus, j,” +m 1wqcp~,w (x)dx>M, and hence, MEF!,,,. By Lemma 4.4, there exists 
fo~bo with ~B~R~~~~,~&o)= 1 and JE’m lB~R~epdx)dx > M, i.e. 
s 
hf+lPl 
(R(v), 9, to) I= B * B>M. (t) 
We show that (O)-(5) imply (R(cp), 9, to) + J”+mB~m, which contradicts (t). 
From (t) and (O), we have (R(cp), 9, toI I= 4 A V,,&(7). 
Hence, by the definition of R, there exists 7eH such that 7 is enabled at to in cp. ($) 
Next, we prove that there exists rr~iW ro and a transition Z’EH such that 
t,<t,~r,+M, (R(cp),&r)/=cf~, and 7’ is taken at tr in cp. 
Assume that for every r,~iW,, with r. < rl <to A- M and every transition 7’~ H with 
z’#r, 7’ is not taken at rl in cp. Then, by (2) and ($), if r is not taken at any rl with 
to < r 1 d to + M in cp then z is enabled at each r 1, with to < rl <to + M in cp. Since the 
latter contradicts the upper-bound condition, there exists rl E[W,~ with r. <rl <to + M 
such that r is taken at r, in cp. On the other hand, since cp is NonZeno, rl can be 
chosen such that no transition in H is taken at any r”E[rO, rl) in cp. Thus, by (2) rl can 
be chosen such that (R(cp), 9, rl) + 4. 
We proceed to show that the existence of such a rl leads to a contradiction to (t). 
This is done in two steps. First, we prove that if such a rl exists then each transition 
that is taken in (rl, rl i-m) is in Z? and then use (3) and (5) to derive a contradiction. 
Consider rl~R,o and Z’EH such that r’ is taken at r, in cp, rodrl <to+ M, and 
(R(cP), 9, rl) != 4. 
(A) Let J be the set of all transitions in Y-(t?uL) that are disabled at rl in cp. By 
the lower-bound condition, for all r’Qrl, rl + min (I, 1 ZEJ}), each transition 7d is not 
taken at r’. Hence, for all r’E(rl, rl +m), for each transition rd is not taken at r’. 
Let i 80 such that rl =r(li). The existence of i follows from the definition of 
computation and because z’ is taken at r 1. By the definition of J, each transition in 
F-(I?uJuL) is enabled at rl; therefore, since (R(cp), 8, rl) + q5, by (4) the definition 
of R, and Lemma 5.6, for all t/Eli+ 1, each transition ZEF-(l?uJuL) is disabled at 
r’ in cp. Therefore, by the lower-bound condition, for all t’E(rl, r(li+ 1)+ 
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min( {IT 1 zcF-(fiuJuL)j)), each transition ZEF-(fiuJuL) is not taken at t’ in cp. 
This and (A) imply that, for all t’E(tl,tl+m), each transition ~~y-(fi’vL) is not 
taken at t’ in cp. 
Until now, we have proved that no transition in F-(fiuL) can be taken at any 
t’c(tl, tl +m). Next, we prove that also no transition in L can be taken at any 
f&l, tl +m). 
We distinguish two case, either y=O or y>O. If y=O then each transition in L is 
either disabled at tl and therefore not taken at any t’E(tl, t, +min{I, 1 zcLf) or it is 
enabled at tl and hence, by (4), disabled at r’, for each t/Eli+ Ir implying by the 
lower-bound condition that it cannot be taken at any t’E(t 1, t 1 + min { I, 1 ZE L}). Since 
if y = 0, m d min {I, 1 TEL}, we have that each transition in L cannot be taken at any 
t’E(tl, tl +m). 
We now consider the case of y >O. We have by (5) (R(cp), 9,r(li+ I)) + 1 B A + A I#P, 
hence by (1) and the minimal delay condition, for all f’e(tl,r(li+ 1)+ 
min( {y +l, I TEL))), each transition in L is not taken at t’ in cp. Hence, for all 
t’e(r 1, t 1 + WI), each transition in L is not taken at t’ in cp. 
Consequently, for all t’E(t,, tl + m), each transition in F - fl is not taken at t’ in cp, 
which implies that any transition that is taken in some t’ in (rl, tl +m) is in d. Since by 
(3) all transitions ZEI? satisfy {@ A 7 B} z { 4 A 1 B) and since by (5), for each t”Eli + I, 
(R(cp), 9, t”) I= 1B A 4, we have that, for all t’E(tI, tl +m), (R(cp), 9,t’)+lB. 
Therefore, J:: +m 1 B(R(epj,:,j(~) dx =O. Since to <t 1 <to + M, we have 
s 
to+M+m 
1 B(R(~~J,;J)(x) d  
to 
5 
11 f, +m to+M+m 
= 1 B(R(+,)(x) dx + l~(~(~p),:,j(x) d  + 1 ~(~(cpj,;,j(x) dx. 
lo s 11 s fl+m 
~tl-to+to+M+m-r,-m=M. 
This is the contradiction we wanted to prove. q 
Rule (LD) requires that at least one helpful transition is enabled whenever compu- 
tation reaches a B-state. One can, however, imagine the situation where computation 
reaches a B-state on which no helpful transition is enabled, but such a transition 
becomes enabled within TV time units. The following rule is a generalisation of rule 
(LD) and deals with the situation described above. 
(LDo) (0) TTS tl? * O&J A // En(z)) 
rsH 
(1) TTSh,// * •<~ /J’E+) 
(2) /j (4 A E+))y--H(b A En(z)] 
rsEH 
(3) {+‘l~)@b’l~} 
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(4) /j {dJ A En(d) H IT En(z)} 
re/-Ij 
TTS t •J~+~+~BG~+~ 
Here 4 and I,+ are boolean assertions, M = max { u, 1 TEH}, 
m=min{y+I,)z~L}u{l,)~~~-(t?uL))) and provided M+rn~lR,,-,. 
Premises (0) has been relaxed in rule (LDo) where it is not required that each B-state 
satisfies 4 A VrsH En(r) but merely that this formula becomes true within c( time units. 
It is easy to see that rule (LD) is a special case of rule (LDo). 
5.3. Example 
To show an application of rule (LD), we consider a timed transition system CS, as 
depicted in Fig. 1, that specifies the control strategy for the gas burner of Section 4. 
The aim is to prove by means of rule (LD) that timed transition system CS satisfied the 
limited-duration property q J3’Leak ~4. 
Transition system CS has P = {Leak, a&, En(zi) ( i = 0, 1,2} u{ En(r r )) as set of prop- 
ositional letters and Y= {se} with so = {ad,, En(zo), En(zl)) as set of possible initial 
states. CS has three transitions (apart from the idling transition) ro,rIr and r2, i.e. 
Y={so, r1,r2,r,), with 
l (s,s’)Ez~ iff s=so and s’={atl,, Leak, En(zl),En(z,)}, I,,=O, and u,,,=co. 
l (s,s’)Ez~ iff atlIEs, and s’=(s-{atl,,En(z,),Leak))u{atlz,En(zz)J, I,,=O, and 
U,, =4. 
l (s,s’)ET* iff a&Es, and s’=(s- {a&, En(z2)f)u{atll, Leak, Ed}, I,, =26, and 
lfr*= co. 
To apply rule (LD), we have to define sets H, L, and fi of transitions and boolean 
assertions $ and + and to prove that premises (O)-(5) are established. We define H, fi, 
and L as follows: H = {zl, 1, H”={z~,z,}, and L={T,}. Hence, .Y-(fiuL)=jz,}. 
Furthermore, let 4 abbreviate q ((Leakcratll) A &oat/i A /‘/\i2=0(atli*-,En(~i)), where 
@ denotes the exclusive-or operator. It is clear that exclusive-or operator can be 
defined in MTL-J. Let $ abbreviate atlz. We want to prove that 
CS I-Leak =z- 4 A En(rl) and CS I-$ * q l En(ro) hold, which correspond to 
q : Leak := False [O, 4] 
rz : Lea% := True [26, co] 
Fig. I. Transition system C’S 
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premises (0) and (1) (with y= cc) of the (LD) rule. In this case, we show that 4 is an 
invariant of CS, i.e. CS E 04, by ordinary timeless reasoning [23]. (Remark that 
timeless reasoning is sound for timed transition systems [ 131.) It is not difficult to see 
that initial state so satisfies 4 and that (4) ri{4} IS valid for i=O, 1,2. Since {4}r,{4}, 
we have CS k 04, and by definition of 4, CS !-Leak =+ 4 A En(rl). To establish 
CS I-$ 3 q iEn(zo), it suffices to prove t-4 A $+lEn(zo), and {iEn( 
Y{lEn(zo)j. It is easy to check that both conditions are satisfied. The main 
observation for establishing premises (2) and (4) is that {4~ En(rl)}zl {$ A En(t,)) 
holds by the definition of z, and 4 A En(ro) A Ed and 4 A En(z2) A En(zl) cannot be 
satisfied by any state, which implies that {4~ En(z,)}{z,,~~) {4~ En(z,)}, 
{d A ./%{To)}T~ {l_h(~~)), and (4 A _h{‘r2)}~1 {iEn( are VXUOUSly trUe. hXXI- 
ises (3) and (5) follow immediately from the definition of pr, and pT,. By the definitions 
of H, 2, and L, we have M =4 and m= 26. Therefore, by the (LD) rule 
CSt-•f3’Leak 64. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have extended metric temporal logic with a concept of duration. The resulting 
logic allows the expression of properties about the duration of system’s states, and the 
possibility to specify liveness properties makes it more expressive than the duration 
calculus. We have formulated a number of axioms that deal with durations and their 
relation to MTL operators. A further development of the axiomatisation of MTL-J is 
subject of future research. 
We believe that may other logics can be extended with a duration concept (e.g. 
[ 151). Our choice for metric temporal logic is based on two reasons. The first one is 
that many real-time properties, as bounded response and bounded invariance, can be 
expressed in a natural way in metric temporal logic. The second reason is that there is 
a proof theory based on metric temporal logic for verifying real-time properties of 
programs. 
An interesting direction of future work is an extension of the framework of 
Section 5, based on [12], to enable the verification of duration properties for timed 
transition systems. Further the expressibility of the logic, and the power of the 
verification method, can be enhanced by allowing flexible variables that may change 
in time. Using these variables we can consider more elaborated computational models 
in which states are characterised by first-order formulae rather than propositions 
[13]. Furthermore, one can characterise each timed transition system TTS by a for- 
mula 4, that is, one can express a formula 4 with {c (0 + 4) = {R(cp) (cp&(TTS)J-, 
where %?(TTS) is the set of computations generated by TTS. Based on this, one can 
reduce the refinement problem for timed transition systems, i.e. the question whether 
%‘( TTS) G %‘( TTS’), to proving a formula in MTL-J valid. This can be seen as follows. 
Suppose 4 characterises TTS’, II/ characterises TTS, and TTS operates on the same 
variables as TTS’ and additionally on the variables u 1, . . . , u,. Then U( TTS) c +2( TTS’) 
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iff +:3ur, . . . . 3u,,tj-+. This idea is used for proving refinement for transition systems 
(e.g. [20,3 11). 
As an alternative to the noncompositional method of Section 5 we intend to 
investigate the use of a compositional proof system for the top-down design of hybrid 
systems. The general idea is that first the top-level specification of a hybrid system is 
expressed in MTL-J. Next the control program is specified in MTL and, using 
specifications of the (continuous) components of its environment, it is shown that this 
leads to the top-level specification. Hence, the problem is reduced to the implementa- 
tion of a system according to an MTL specification. The design of such a system can 
then be done in the compositional proof system of [14] which is based on MTL. 
Finally, it would be interesting to compare both approaches on a simple but typical 
example of a hybrid system, such as the gas burner [34]. 
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Appendix. Proof of Lemma 3.2 
The following lemmas are useful for proving Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma A.l. Consider an arbitrary observation a, a boolean assertion B, and non- 
negative real numbers b and d with b < d. Let a’ denote (aJd)tb. Then, for all te[O, d - b), 
&,.:,)(t)= l,,,,,(t+b). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of B. The induction step is easy and the 
induction basis for true is trivial. Therefore, we only prove the claim for propositional 
letters. To do so, we first prove the following. 
1. te[O,d-b)n[O, #a’) iff t+bg[b,d)n[O, #a), and 
2. a’(P)(t) = a(P)(t + b), for any tE[O, d - b)n[O, #a’) and any proposition P. 
At 1. It suffices to prove [b, d)n[b, #a’+ b)= [b, d)n[O, #a). From the definitions of 
prefix and suffix of observations, one can prove #a’=max(O, #(old)-b)= 
max(0, min( # d)- b). Let I dzf [b, #a’ + b). We distinguish three cases: 
l b2 #a. Then #a’=0 and thus L=@=[b,d]n[O, #a). 
l b< #a-cd. Then #a’= #a-b and Z=[b, #a). Hence, In[b,d)=[b,d)n[O, #a). 
l d< #a. Then #a’=d-b, thus I= [b,d) and [b,d)n[O, #a)=[b, d). Hence, 
Zn[b,d)= [b,d)n[O, #a). 
At 2. Consider an arbitrary tE[O, d - b)n[O, #a’). From the definitions of prefix and 
suffix of observations, we have a’(P)(t)=(aJd)(P)(t+ b)=a(P)(t + b). 
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It is now easy to see that (1) and (2) imply for each t E[O, d - b), that t + b d #CT iff 
t< #a’, and c(P)(t + b) = a’(P)(t). Hence, for all tE[O, d - b), leCoP,aj(t) = 
1 B(n, aj(t + b). 0 
Lemma A.2. For any duration term rD, any interval [b, d] CL [w,,,, and any model (a, 9), 
v[rDa(6 @Lb, 4 = v[r”4((old)fb, S)[O, d - b]. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of rD. The cases of rD a constant or rD a variable 
are trivial, since in these cases the interpretation of rD does not depend on CJ. Hence, we 
only consider the case r”=f B, for some boolean assertion B. Take an interval 
[b, d] E [waO and a model (a, 9). Let g’ denote the observation (oJd)fb. We then have to 
prove jt lB(&t) dt =f”,-” l,,,,,,,(t)dt. By Lemma A.l, we have 1S(oP,3j(t) = lB(,&t + b), 
for all tE[O,d-b). Let g denote the function from real numbers to real numbers that 
maps x to x+b. Then, s”,-” lSCaP,;,) (t) dt =s”,-” 1B(n,3j(g(t))dt. Since the differential of 
g equals 1, the substitution rule for integrals leads to I”,-” lsc,,:,,(g(t))dt= 
j”,-” leca,aJ(t) dt. Hence, ftf lsco,aj(t) dt = j”,-” lB~~~,3~(t) dt. 0 
Lemma A.3. For any interval [b, d] c R bO, any model (a,@, and any formula DEB, 
(0, & Cb, 4) i=D D ifs ((old)tb, 9, [IO, d - b]) +D D. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of D using Lemma A.2. 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Since by Lemma A.3, (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.2 are equivalent, it 
suffices to prove (b) equivalent o (c) and to (d), that is, 
(1) ((ald)fb,9,CO,d-bl)~DD iff(aTb,RCO,d-bl) +DD and 
(2) ((~ld)fb,RCO,d- bl) k=DD iff (old,& Cd, bl) +DD. 
l At 1: By Lemma A.3 and ((ofb)J(d-b))fO=(old)fb. 
l At 2: By Lemma A.3 and ((old)ld)fb=(ald)fb. 0 
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